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EXCELLENCE EXPANDED in the MCCONNELL PHYSIOTHERAPY GROUP

SYDNEY: The McConnell Physiotherapy Group have expanded their service of excellence to
include services utilising the SOLID Racks SIS wall system. The McConnell Group installed
the SOLID Racks wall system to help provide a more holistic offering to their customers.
McConnell physiotherapist Chris Effeney said “It allows us to progress people from the
acute stage of rehab through to return to sport. The SOLID Racks system allows us to have
a complete gym in a confined space that looks very presentable and is easily managed.”
The SIS wall system allows an enterprise to recover and make better use of available wall
space. But in a service focused business such as a physiotherapy company it offers a range
of other advantages as well. In particular it allows a business to have more customers
utilise their space at the same time. And it allows many of those customers to carry out
exercises or training without close supervision and without using complex equipment.
Indeed, as noted by McConnell Physiotherapy “The versatility of the wall allows for multiple
people to use the space at the same time. We have had all shapes and sizes use the
equipment and have been easily able to adjust the inserts to suit all patients.”
That user flexibility and adaptability is a key advantage offered by the SOLID Racks SIS wall
system and helps mark it as a unique product suitable for any business in the health,
healthcare, remedial health and rehabilitation sectors.

About SOLID Racks
SOLID Racks is an innovative Australian company catching global attention with its patented
wall mounted system which has applications in a wide range of industries. Its use in the
health and fitness sectors provides users with a cost effective, space saving, flexible and
good looking single solution addressing multiple needs.
Contact: Nicolle Drake at Solid Racks. nikki@solidracks.com
http://solidinfinitygym.com
About MCCONNELL PHYSIOTHERAPY
inspired by the collective experience and expertise of internationally recognised
physiotherapist Jenny McConnell, McConnell Physiotherapy is the leading North Shore
physio practice servicing the Mosman, Cremorne and Neutral Bay areas.
Contact: admin@mcconnellphysio.com.au Call Us: (02) 9968 4766

